
Your name

Clarence O'Leary

Email

tjwinters1951@gmail.com

Bird identification

Two Broad-billed Hummingbirds, male, adults

Date(s)

9-23-19

Time of Day

10 AM - Noon

Location

Cecil Gagnon's home, 62012 Dugout Lane, John Day - about 2 miles east of John Day along 
Dog Creek

Lighting and Weather Conditions

Sunny, 50°F

Details

Overall dark blue/green; bright red bill with black tip; dark eye; wings greenish-black, slightly 
decurved; black tail. Medium size, fairly long tail. Behavior: feeding on red salvia flowers and at
feeder. Interaction with each other during aerial flight, buzzing each other. Off and on perch.ing
in nearby shrubbery

Similar Species

Blue-throated Hummingbird is a larger bird
White-eared Hummingbird has heavy white post-ocular stripe



Anything else you want to add?

On 9-14-98 we saw and reported a Broad-billed Hummingbird sub-adult male at our residence
in John Day.



Your name

Tom Winters

Email

tjwinters1951@gmail.com

Bird identification

Broad-billed Hummingbird - adult male. Cecil Gagnon, who's home I observed this bird, thought that there were 
two individuals but I only detected one.

Date(s)

September 22, 2019

Time of Day

14:45-15:30

Location

Cecil & Irene Gagnon's home which is a buried home with windows only facing east. The bird was visiting a feeder 
just outside of a large window. The house is flanked by shrubs and sagebrush. There is a creek and pond beyond 
the front yard with willows and cottonwoods.

Lighting and Weather Conditions

Weather was calm and overcast with isolated showers, but it didn't rain while observing the bird.

Details

The first thing that caught my eye was how dark this bird was and that it had a black-tipped red bill. In certain 
lighting, I was seeing some blue on the throat. When reporting this sighting on eBird I discovered that there are 
two races, and as the blue on the throat did not extend into the belly I determined that this was the Northern 
variety. The bird was feeding at a hummingbird feeder intermittently and then disappearing around the end of the 
house for several minutes. Sometimes it would perch on the feeder and other times it would hover. When I finally 
retrieved my camera from the car, it perched on a vine near the feeder, facilitating the first photos from about 15-
20 feet away. Later photos were taken through the window from inside the house.

Similar Species

I am very familiar with our usual species - Rufous, Black-chinned, Calliope, Anna's, and occasionally Broad-tailed. 



None of these are as dark as this bird.














